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Grade level:  
High school 
 
Subject area:  
Science 
 
Duration:  
One class period 
 
Setting:  
Classroom   
 
Vocabulary:  
Area effect 
Biodiversity 
Biogeography 
Biome 
Distance effect 
Ecosystem 
Simpson’s Diversity 
Index 
Species  

 

 

Biodiversity Blackjack 
Teacher Instructions 

 

 

 

Overview:  

Students will use a mathematical formula called the Simpson Diversity 

Index to quantify mammal diversity in two parks of different size. This 

lesson includes a game format activity to draw conclusions related to 

area effect on diversity.  

 

Learning Objectives:  

The students will:  

 Improve understanding of biodiversity including its importance 

and how it is measured.  

 Complete calculations and create graphs relating biodiversity to 

area. 

 

Materials List: 

 Calculators 

 Glue 

 Graph paper 

 Scissors 

 

Grade Level Expectations: 

 Explain why biodiversity is essential to the survival of organisms. 

(SE-H-A9) 

 Determine the interrelationships of clean water, land and air to 

the success of organisms in a given population. (SE-H-C1) 

 

Common Core State Standards: 

 S1: Ask questions and define problems. 

 S4: Analyze and interpret data. 

 M2: Reason abstractly and quantitatively. 

 E3: Obtain, synthesize and report findings clearly and effectively in response to task and 

purpose. 

 

Vocabulary Definitions: 
Area effect - small geographic areas have fewer species than larger areas and host more extinctions 

and fewer immigrations of new species. 

 

Biodiversity - short for biological diversity, the degree of variation of organisms within a given 

ecosystem, biome or planet. 
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Biogeography - the study of the geographic distribution of species and ecosystems. 

 

Biome - a community of plants, animals and soil organisms that can live in certain climate conditions 

(e.g. tundra, desert, wetland, grassland, etc.). 

 

Distance effect - remote areas tend to harbor fewer species than ones closer to large undisturbed 

areas. 

 

Ecosystem - living and nonliving things within an environment, interacting as a system; smaller than 

a biome (e.g. you can have an entire ecosystem in an aquarium). 

 

Simpson Diversity Index - a measure of species richness. A low value approaching 0 indicates a 

stable site with low biodiversity; values approaching 1 have higher diversity. The formula is usually 

expressed as: D = 1 – (∑n(n-1)/ N(N-1)); where D = diversity index, N=total number of all species 

found, n=number of individuals of a single species. 

 

Species – the basic unit of biological classification. 

 

Background Information: 

 Biodiversity is a well-known concept. Many students have been exposed to classic examples 

of biomes with high biodiversity, such as coral reefs and tropical rainforests. Biodiversity is short for 

biological diversity, the degree of variation of organisms within a given ecosystem, biome or planet. 

High levels of biodiversity tend to make ecosystems more stable and more able to deal with a variety 

of disturbances from diseases to hurricanes. Areas with high biodiversity are usually thought to be 

ancient and unimpaired by human impacts or factors, such as climate change or invasive species. In 

addition, biodiversity contributes both direct and indirect benefits to people. Some utilitarian values 

of biodiversity include sources for medicines and foods. Healthy diverse ecosystems also provide 

services such as clean air and water for all organisms, including humans. In addition, diverse 

ecosystems have intrinsic value for their own sake as parts of our world’s genetic heritage. 

 Biogeography has its roots in the work of Alfred Wallace, a contemporary of Charles Darwin 

and codiscoverer of the concept of natural selection. Although Wallace originally studied islands in 

the Malay Archipelago, his ideas about the factors that affect the distribution of species are valid 

when looking at Louisiana wetlands. In particular, two concepts later developed by other researchers 

in this field are very useful for understanding isolated parks and preserves in the state.  

 Area effect has been called “one of ecology’s oldest and most profound generalizations” 

(Quammen, 1996). Simply put, the larger an ecological area the greater numbers of species and hence 

diversity it is likely to have. Distance effect is also a very straightforward concept: The further an 

isolated “island” of biodiversity is from some large undisturbed area the less diverse it will be. 

Consider for example the Galapagos Islands. These volcanic islands rose from the sea deep in the 

past, but they are several hundred miles from the nearest landmass. It has been difficult for organisms 

such as mammals to colonize the islands because of the vast distances of open water separating them 

from South America.  

 Diversity can be quantified using a number of different techniques. One of the most popular 

for ecologists and biogeographers is called the Simpson Diversity Index. This index is a measure of 

the number of species present as well as the abundance of those species. The value generated can be 
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used to get an idea about how much biodiversity is found in an area. The formula is usually expressed 

as:  

 

D = 1 – 
  (   )

 (   )
 

 

where D = diversity index, N = total number of all species found, n = number of individuals of a 

single species. The diversity index number generated using this formula will range from zero to1. In 

this form, a value of 1 is equal to infinite diversity while a value of zero equates to no diversity at all. 

Essentially, these values tell us the chance of sampling the same organism twice. If the value is zero, 

it means there is a 100% chance that sampling will always yield the same species; hence no diversity. 

A value of 1, on the other hand, would mean there is no chance of ever sampling the same organism 

twice; hence infinite diversity. One major assumption field researchers make is that they are actually 

getting a large enough random sample of organisms to put into the formula. This helps ensure that the 

results have validity and actually match the system being sampled.   

 

Study Sites 

 Louisiana is home to many wonderful natural areas and parks where visitors can see and learn 

about biodiversity. Unfortunately, not all these areas provide the same wildlife viewing experience. 

There are many reasons for this: location, size of park, land-use within the park and extent of nearby 

natural areas among others.  

 The Barataria Preserve of Jean Lafitte National Historical Park and Preserve is located less 

than 10 miles south of the New Orleans French Quarter and sits between Lake Salvador and the 

Mississippi River. It has an area of 23,000 acres (9,308 hectares) and includes swamps, marshes and 

bottomland hardwood forests. Closer to the French Quarter is the Chalmette Battlefield and National 

Cemetery. Although it is located on the Mississippi River and has grassy areas, a wooded swamp and 

forested buffer zones, the site is only 143 acres (57.8 hectares). The area is also surrounded on three 

sides by urban development. Together, these factors influence the mammal diversity found at the site. 

Dr. Craig S. Hood of Loyola University completed a mammal survey of both areas in 2005. These 

data can be used to explore the biodiversity of the two sites and infer causes for differences. 

 As a general rule, the scientific community uses the metric system for standardization of 

measurements. Today we will be focusing on area, using the unit of a hectare, which is equal to 100 

square meters or approximately 2.471 acres. To convert acres to hectares simply multiply the number 

of acres by 0.4047 ha/acre (ex. 23,000 acres x 0.4047 ha/acre = 9,308 hectares). 

 

Advance Preparation: 
1. Make copies of the following Blackline Masters: 

a. Simpson Diversity Index Work Sheet (1 per student) 

b. Mammal Cards – Barataria Preserve (1 per group) 

c. Chalmette Battlefield Mammal Cards (1 per group) 

d. Dice (1 per group) 

e. Map of Barataria Preserve and Chalmette Battlefield (1 per group or option to display 

on projector) 

2. Become familiar with the Simpson Diversity Index. 

a. Look over student’s work sheet. 
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b. Visit: http://geographyfieldwork.com/Simpson%27sDiversityIndex.htm. 

c. Watch the YouTube Video: Simpson Diversity Index. 

 

Procedure: 

Part 1  
Introduce students to the study of biogeography and biodiversity using information from the 

background readings. (Biogeography - the study of the geographic distribution of species and 

ecosystems. Biodiversity - short for biological diversity, the degree of variation of organisms within a 

given ecosystem, biome or planet.) 

1. Tell the students they will be comparing the biodiversity at two parks: the Barataria Preserve 

(in Jean Lafitte National Historical Park and Preserve) and the Chalmette Battlefield and 

National Cemetery.  

2. Show students the area map with both parks labeled and outlined (see Blackline Masters).  

3. Ask students if they think the biodiversity will be different at the two sites. Why or why not? 

What might influence the biodiversity? (For example, biodiversity may be influenced by size 

of area, surrounding land use or proximity to other natural areas.) 

4. Ask students to guess some mammals they might find in both areas. (Answers may include 

squirrels, rabbits, deer, mice, coyotes, raccoons, etc.) 

5. Tell students the area of each site. The Barataria Preserve has an area of 23,000 acres (9,308 

hectares) and the Chalmette Battlefield has an area of 143 acres (57.8 hectares).  

6. Ask the students the following questions: 

a. Will the area difference between the sites affect the biodiversity of each site? (Yes, 

more space potentially means more types of animals.) 

b. If an area is 20 times larger (as in this case) will it be 20 times more diverse? (Answers 

will vary, but encourage students to defend their answers with a rational explanation.) 

Part 2 

 Students will have to create their die for the game. Have them cut out the die, fold along the 

lines and glue where indicated. 

 Tell students they will play a game of catching and counting wildlife at the two sites to find 

out about the biodiversity at each site and how the diversity can be calculated. They will be 

divided into groups. Each group will pull 10 cards from two different shuffled decks of 30 

mammal cards (one deck for each park) and then roll a die to see how many of that animal 

they caught. Students will keep tally of their species types and counts on the Simpson 

Diversity Index Work sheet. They will use these counts to calculate the biodiversity of each 

site using a well-known formula. 

7. Write the equation for Simpson’s Diversity Index on the board and explain briefly what it is 

and how it works (See background information. D = 1- (∑n(n-1)/ N(N-1)), where D = 

diversity index, N = total number of all species found, n = number of individuals of a single 

species. A value of 1 indicates infinite diversity, and a value of zero indicates no diversity.) 

http://geographyfieldwork.com/Simpson%27sDiversityIndex.htm
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8. Divide the class into groups of four students. Distribute one Simpson Diversity Index Work 

Sheet, one die, one Chalmette Battlefield Card Deck and one Barataria Preserve Card Deck to 

each group (see Blackline Masters).  

9. Tell the students to read the instructions on the Simpson Diversity Index Work Sheet. The 

work sheets include step-by-step instructions for calculating the diversity index. 

10. Have students play the game and fill in the datasheets. You may need to remind students how 

to convert acres to hectares. (To convert acres to hectares simply multiply the number of acres 

by 0.4047 ha/acre.)  

11. Circulate to ensure that students are correctly following the instructions. Remind students that 

if they pull the same mammal card more than once in a turn they should list it only once on 

the data table.  

12. Allow students 20 minutes to perform the calculations shown on the data table and determine 

the diversity for each site. If needed, review how to apply the Simpson Diversity Index to the 

two sets of data students have recorded.  

a. It is possible that some students may end up with a higher diversity index for the 

Chalmette Battlefield site then the Barataria Preserve site. This is rare, but it is 

possible. Have students discuss why this could be. (Answer: this is just a SAMPLE of 

the population and a small one. Also, area isn’t the only thing that affects diversity.  

Refer to other factors that can influence diversity in background information.) 

13. After all the groups have completed their work sheets, students will create a bar graph of their 

data.  

a. Independent variable is the site – Chalmette Battlefield and Barataria Preserve. 

b. Dependent variable is the Simpson’s Diversity Index, ranging from zero to 1. 

14. Discuss what the students find in their graphs. Ask students what this pattern suggests to 

wildlife managers.  

a. What factors drive this phenomenon? Review how immigration and extinction affect 

diversity in isolated areas. Generally speaking, the larger an area the greater 

immigration will be and the lower the extinction rate. Hence, those sites will likely 

have more diversity and greater stability.  

b. Ask students if they could predict the diversity of a park whose area was between the 

sizes of the two on the graph? Explain that the calculations and the graph are “models” 

of diversity in that they allow predictions to be made. Ask students to give a word 

model of the relationship between area and diversity. (“As area increases, diversity 

increases.”)   

15. Extension activity: If time allows students can pull a card form the mammal deck and 

complete a short research project and presentation on the species. 

 

Blackline Masters: 

 Simpson Diversity Index Work Sheet 

 Mammal Cards – Barataria Preserve 

 Mammal Cards – Chalmette Battlefield 
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 Dice 

 Map of Barataria Preserve and Chalmette Battlefield 

 

Resources: 

Mammal lists for both sites. Online. Accessed September 20, 2013. 

http://www.nps.gov/jela/naturescience/upload/Mammal%20list%20more%20complete%20info%

20by%20Dr%20Hood.pdf 

 

Map of two sites. Online. Accessed September 20, 2013. 

http://www.nps.gov/jela/upload/FQ%20CHAL%20BARA%20map%20from%20park%20brochur

e.pdf 

 

What is biodiversity? National Wildlife Federation. Online. Accessed September 20, 2013.  

http://www.nwf.org/Wildlife/Wildlife-Conservation/Biodiversity.aspx

 

http://www.nps.gov/jela/naturescience/upload/Mammal%20list%20more%20complete%20info%20by%20Dr%20Hood.pdf
http://www.nps.gov/jela/naturescience/upload/Mammal%20list%20more%20complete%20info%20by%20Dr%20Hood.pdf
http://www.nps.gov/jela/upload/FQ%20CHAL%20BARA%20map%20from%20park%20brochure.pdf
http://www.nps.gov/jela/upload/FQ%20CHAL%20BARA%20map%20from%20park%20brochure.pdf
http://www.nwf.org/Wildlife/Wildlife-Conservation/Biodiversity.aspx


   

Simpson Diversity Index Work Sheet 

 
 

Fill in the following two data tables and complete the calculations to determine the Simpson Diversity 

Index (D) of your sites.  

1. Fill in the site name and area for each table below. “Chalmette Battlefield” and the “Barataria 

Preserve” 

2. Draw ten mammal cards from the Chalmette Battlefield deck. These cards represent the mammals 

caught in “catch and release” traps. List each species in Column 1 (note: If a mammal was pulled 

more than once, only enter it once on the table). 

3. For each mammal species you listed, roll the dice and record the number rolled in Column 2. 

4. Calculate the numbers for Column 3 of “number rolled – 1”. 

5. Multiply the “Number Rolled” by the “Number Rolled -1”. For example, if you rolled 5 you should 

multiply 5 X 4 and enter 20 in the Column 4.  

6. Add up column 2 and enter that value as N below the column. Subtract one from the total and enter it 

in the N-1 blank.   Multiply the N by N-1 and enter this value in the appropriate blank in the equation 

below. 

7. Add up Column 4 and enter it in the blank labeled: ∑n(n-1). 

8. Divide ∑n(n-1) by N*(N-1) and subtract from 1. Enter the result in the blank labeled D.  

9. Follow steps 1-7 and complete the table and diversity calculation for the Barataria Preserve site. 

Site name: _____________________________    Area:  _________   (hectares) 

1 2 3 4 

Species Identification: Number 

rolled:  

Number 

rolled-1 

Number rolled times 

number rolled-1 

1. n1= n1-1= n1* ( n1-1)= 

2. n2= n2-1= n2* ( n2-1)= 

3. n3= n3-1= n3* ( n3-1)= 

4. n4= n4-1= n4* ( n4-1)= 

5. n5= n5-1= n5* ( n5-1)= 

6. n6= n6-1= n6* ( n6-1)= 

7. n7= n7-1= n7* ( n7-1)= 

8. n8= n8-1= n8* ( n8-1)= 

9. n9= n9-1= n9* ( n9-1)= 

10. n10= n10-1= n10* ( n10-1)= 

TOTAL N= --- ∑n(n-1) =  

 

Total of all individuals (total of “Number rolled”)   N= _________            Sum: ∑n(n-1)=___________ 

                N-1= ________ 

               N*N-1=_______ 

   

                      D= 1 –  
  (   )

 (   )
  =   

                

               
 =          

 
D=diversity index, N=total number of all species found, n=number of individuals of a single species, ∑=sum. 
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Simpson Diversity Index Work Sheet 

 
 

(continued) 

Site name: _____________________________    Area:  _________  (hectares) 

1 2 3 4 

Species Identification: Number 

rolled:  

Number 

rolled-1 

Number rolled times 

number rolled-1 

1. n1= n1-1= n1* ( n1-1)= 

2. n2= n2-1= n2* ( n2-1)= 

3. n3= n3-1= n3* ( n3-1)= 

4. n4= n4-1= n4* ( n4-1)= 

5. n5= n5-1= n5* ( n5-1)= 

6. n6= n6-1= n6* ( n6-1)= 

7. n7= n7-1= n7* ( n7-1)= 

8. n8= n8-1= n8* ( n8-1)= 

9. n9= n9-1= n9* ( n9-1)= 

10. n10= n10-1= n10* ( n10-1)= 

TOTAL N= --- ∑n(n-1) =  

 

Total of all individuals (total of “Number rolled”)   N= _________            Sum: ∑n(n-1)=___________ 

                N-1= ________ 

               N*N-1=_______ 

 

D= 1 – [ 
  (   )

 (   )
  =   

                

               
 =          

 
D=diversity index, N=total number of all species found, n=number of individuals of a single species, ∑=sum. 

 

10. Once you have calculated the diversity for the two sites, create a bar graph with your data.  Your 

independent variable will be your site and your dependent variable will be the Simpson Diversity index.  

Decide which goes where and graph your data.  Make sure your values for the Simpson Index are 

correct. 

a. Be prepared to contribute to discussion about your results and what they mean. Essentially 

these values tell us the chance of getting the same mammal in every trap. If the value is 0 it 

means there is a 100% chance that traps will always get the same animal hence no diversity. 

A value of 1 on the other hand would mean there is no chance of ever catching the same 

animal in two trapping hence infinite diversity.   

b. Think of factors that could contribute to the diversity of an area and be prepared to discuss 

them. 

 

 

290
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Simpson Diversity Index Work Sheet 

Name______________________________ 

Fill in the following two data tables and complete the calculations to determine the Simpson 

Diversity Index (D) of your sites.  

1. Fill in the site name and area for each table below. “Chalmette Battlefield” and the “Barataria 

Preserve” 

2. Draw ten mammal cards from the Chalmette Battlefield deck. These cards represent the 

mammals caught in “catch and release” traps. List each species in Column 1 (note: If a mammal 

was pulled more than once, only enter it once on the table). 

3. For each mammal species you listed, roll the dice and record the number rolled in Column 2. 

4. Calculate the numbers for Column 3 of “number rolled – 1”. 

5. Multiply the “Number Rolled” by the “Number Rolled -1”. For example, if you rolled 5 you should 

multiply 5 X 4 and enter 20 in the Column 4.  

6. Add up column 2 and enter that value as N below the column. Subtract one from the total and 

enter it in the N-1 blank.   Multiply the N by N-1 and enter this value in the appropriate blank in the 

equation below. 

7. Add up Column 4 and enter it in the blank labeled: ∑n(n-1). 

8. Divide ∑n(n-1) by N*(N-1) and subtract from 1. Enter the result in the blank labeled D.  

9. Follow steps 1-7 and complete the table and diversity calculation for the Barataria Preserve site. 

Site name: _____________________________    Area:  _________   (hectares) 

1 2 3 4 

Species Identification: Number 

rolled:  

Number 

rolled-1 

Number rolled times 

number rolled-1 

1. n1= n1-1= n1* ( n1-1)= 

2. n2= n2-1= n2* ( n2-1)= 

3. n3= n3-1= n3* ( n3-1)= 

4. n4= n4-1= n4* ( n4-1)= 

5. n5= n5-1= n5* ( n5-1)= 

6. n6= n6-1= n6* ( n6-1)= 

7. n7= n7-1= n7* ( n7-1)= 

8. n8= n8-1= n8* ( n8-1)= 

9. n9= n9-1= n9* ( n9-1)= 

10. n10= n10-1= n10* ( n10-1)= 

TOTAL N= --- ∑n(n-1) =  

 

Total of all individuals (total of “Number rolled”)   N= _________            Sum: ∑n(n-1)=___________ 

                N-1= ________ 

               N*N-1=_______ 

   

                      D= 1 –  
  (   )

 (   )
  =   

                

               
 =          

 
D=diversity index, N=total number of all species found, n=number of individuals of a single species, ∑=sum. 
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Simpson Diversity Index Work Sheet - continued 

Site name: _____________________________    Area:  _________  (hectares) 

1 2 3 4 

Species Identification: Number 

rolled:  

Number 

rolled-1 

Number rolled times 

number rolled-1 

1. n1= n1-1= n1* ( n1-1)= 

2. n2= n2-1= n2* ( n2-1)= 

3. n3= n3-1= n3* ( n3-1)= 

4. n4= n4-1= n4* ( n4-1)= 

5. n5= n5-1= n5* ( n5-1)= 

6. n6= n6-1= n6* ( n6-1)= 

7. n7= n7-1= n7* ( n7-1)= 

8. n8= n8-1= n8* ( n8-1)= 

9. n9= n9-1= n9* ( n9-1)= 

10. n10= n10-1= n10* ( n10-1)= 

TOTAL N= --- ∑n(n-1) =  

 

Total of all individuals (total of “Number rolled”)   N= _________            Sum: ∑n(n-1)=___________ 

                N-1= ________ 

               N*N-1=_______ 

 

D= 1 – [ 
  (   )

 (   )
  =   

                

               
 =          

 
D=diversity index, N=total number of all species found, n=number of individuals of a single species, ∑=sum. 

 

10. Once you have calculated the diversity for the two sites, create a bar graph with 

your data.  Your independent variable will be your site and your dependent 

variable will be the Simpson Diversity index.  Decide which goes where and 

graph your data.  Make sure your values for the Simpson Index are correct. 

a. Be prepared to contribute to discussion about your results and what they 

mean. Essentially these values tell us the chance of getting the same 

mammal in every trap. If the value is 0 it means there is a 100% chance 

that traps will always get the same animal hence no diversity. A value of 1 

on the other hand would mean there is no chance of ever catching the 

same animal in two trapping hence infinite diversity.   

b. Think of factors that could contribute to the diversity of an area and be 

prepared to discuss them. 

 



Wetlands Program provided by LSU AgCenter

Biodiversity Blackjack
student activity sheet

Name ____________________________________ Date_______

Mammal Cards – Barataria Preserve
Mammals present in the Barataria Preserve of Jean Lafitte National Historical Park and Preserve

Virginia opossum
Didelphis virginiana

Swamp, hardwood forests, natural levees/
canal spoil banks, marsh

Hispid cotton rat
Sigmodon hispidus

Marsh

Nine-banded armadillo
Dasypus novemcinctus

Swamp, hardwood forests, natural levees/
canal spoil banks, marsh

Muskrat
Ondatra zibethicus

Marsh

Swamp rabbit
Sylvilagus aquaticus

Swamp, hardwood forests, natural levees/
canal spoil banks, marsh

Eastern woodrat
Neotoma floridana

Swamp, hardwood forests

Eastern gray squirrel
Sciurus carolinensis

Swamp, hardwood forests, natural levees/
canal spoil banks, marsh

Black rat
Rattus rattus

Buildings, facilities, nearby forested areas

Southern flying squirrel
Gluacomys volans

Swamp, hardwood forests

House mouse
Mus musculus

Buildings, facilities, nearby forested areas

Red fox
Vulpes vulpes

Swamp, hardwood forests, natural levees/
canal spoil banks, marsh

Coyote
Canis latrans

Swamp, hardwood forests, natural levees/
canal spoil banks, marsh

Barataria Preserve

Barataria Preserve

Barataria Preserve

Barataria Preserve

Barataria Preserve

Barataria Preserve

Barataria Preserve

Barataria Preserve

Barataria Preserve

Barataria Preserve

Barataria Preserve

Barataria Preserve
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Biodiversity Blackjack
Mammal Cards-Barataria (continued)

Name ____________________________________ Date_______

White-footed mouse
Peromyscus leucopus

Swamp, hardwood forests

Nutria
Myocastor coypus

Swamp, marsh

Raccoon
Procyon lotor

Swamp, hardwood forests, natural levees/
canal spoil banks, marsh

Gray fox
Urocyon cinereoargenteus

Swamp, hardwood forests, natural levees/
canal spoil banks, marsh

Marsh rice rat
Oryzomys palustris

Marsh, swamp

Mink
Mustela vison

Swamp, marsh

Beaver
Castor Canadensis

Swamp, hardwood forests

Southeastern myotis
Myotis austroriparius

Swamp, hardwood forests, along 
waterways

River otter
Lutra Canadensis

Swamp, hardwood forests, along 
waterways, hardwood forests

Bobcat
Felis rufus

Swamp, hardwood forests, natural levees/
canal spoil banks

White-tailed deer
Odocoileus virginianus

Swamp, hardwood forests, natural levees/
canal spoil banks, marsh

Wild pig
Sus scrofa

Swamp, hardwood forests, natural levees, 
canal spoil banks

Mammal Cards – Barataria Preserve
Mammals present in the Barataria Preserve of Jean Lafitte National Historical Park and Preserve

Barataria Preserve

Barataria Preserve

Barataria Preserve

Barataria Preserve

Barataria Preserve

Barataria Preserve

Barataria Preserve

Barataria Preserve

Barataria Preserve

Barataria Preserve

Barataria Preserve

Barataria Preserve
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Eastern pipistrelle
Pipistrellus subflavus

Swamp, hardwood forests, along 
waterways

Eastern red back
Lasiurus borealis

Swamp, hardwood forests, along 
waterways

Rafinesque’s big-eared bat
Corynorhinus rafinesquii

Swamp, hardwood forests, along 
waterways

Evening bat
Nycticeius humeralis

Swamp, hardwood forests, along 
waterways

Brazilian free-tailed bat
Tadarida brasiliensis

Swamp, hardwood forests, along 
waterways

Yellow bat
Lasiurus intermedius

Swamp, hardwood forests, along 
waterways

Biodiversity Blackjack
Mammal Cards-Barataria (continued)

Name ____________________________________ Date_______

Mammal Cards – Barataria Preserve
Mammals present in the Barataria Preserve of Jean Lafitte National Historical Park and Preserve

Barataria Preserve

Barataria Preserve

Barataria PreserveBarataria Preserve

Barataria Preserve

Barataria Preserve
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Biodiversity Blackjack
student activity sheet

Name ____________________________________ Date_______

Mammal Cards – Chalmette Battlefield
Mammals present at the Chalmette Battlefield of Jean Lafitte National Historical Park and Preserve

Hispid cotton rat
Sigmodon hispidus

Marsh

Southeastern myotis
Myotis austroriparius

Swamp, hardwood forests, along 
waterways

Swamp rabbit
Sylvilagus aquaticus

Swamp, hardwood forests, natural 
levees/canal spoilbanks, marsh

Eastern pipistrelle
Pipistrellus subflavus

Swamp, hardwood forests, along 
waterways

Eastern gray squirrel
Sciurus carolinensis

Swamp, hardwood forests, natural 
levees/canal spoilbanks, marsh

Raccoon
Procyon lotor

Swamp, hardwood forests, natural levees/
canal spoilbanks, marsh

House mouse
Mus musculus

Buildings, facilities, and nearby forested 
areas

Evening bat
Nycticeius humeralis

Swamp, hardwood forests, along 
waterways

Nine-banded armadillo
Dasypus novemcinctus

Swamp, hardwood forests, natural 
levees/canal spoilbanks, marsh

Brazilian free-tailed bat
Tadarida brasiliensis

Swamp, hardwood forests, along 
waterways

Chalmette BattlefieldChalmette Battlefield
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Name ____________________________________ Date_______

Nutria
Myocastor coypus

Swamp, marsh

Hispid cotton rat
Sigmodon hispidus

Marsh

Hispid cotton rat
Sigmodon hispidus

Marsh

Southeastern myotis
Myotis austroriparius

Swamp, hardwood forests, along 
waterways

Swamp rabbit
Sylvilagus aquaticus

Swamp, hardwood forests, natural levees/
canal spoilbanks, marsh

Eastern pipistrelle
Pipistrellus subflavus

Swamp, hardwood forests, along 
waterways

Eastern gray squirrel
Sciurus carolinensis

Swamp, hardwood forests, natural levees/
canal spoilbanks, marsh

Raccoon
Procyon lotor

Swamp, hardwood forests, natural levees/
canal spoilbanks, marsh

House mouse
Mus musculus

Buildings, facilities, and nearby forested 
areas

Evening bat
Nycticeius humeralis

Swamp, hardwood forests, along 
waterways

Nine-banded armadillo
Dasypus novemcinctus

Swamp, hardwood forests, natural levees/
canal spoilbanks, marsh

Brazilian free-tailed bat
Tadarida brasiliensis

Swamp, hardwood forests, along 
waterways

Mammal Cards – Chalmette Battlefield
Mammals present at the Chalmette Battlefield of Jean Lafitte National Historical Park and Preserve

Chalmette Battlefield
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Hispid cotton rat
Sigmodon hispidus

Marsh

Southeastern myotis
Myotis austroriparius

Swamp, hardwood forests, along 
waterways

Swamp rabbit
Sylvilagus aquaticus

Swamp, hardwood forests, natural levees/
canal spoilbanks, marsh

Eastern pipistrelle
Pipistrellus subflavus

Swamp, hardwood forests, along 
waterways

Eastern gray squirrel
Sciurus carolinensis

Swamp, hardwood forests, natural levees/
canal spoilbanks, marsh

Raccoon
Procyon lotor

Swamp, hardwood forests, natural levees/
canal spoilbanks, marsh

House mouse
Mus musculus

Buildings, facilities, and nearby forested 
areas

Evening bat
Nycticeius humeralis

Swamp, hardwood forests, along 
waterways

Nutria
Myocastor coypus

Swamp, marsh

House mouse
Mus musculus

Buildings, facilities, and nearby forested 
areas

Biodiversity Blackjack
Mammal Cards-Chalmette (continued)

Name ____________________________________ Date_______

Mammal Cards – Chalmette Battlefield
Mammals present at the Chalmette Battlefield of Jean Lafitte National Historical Park and Preserve

Chalmette Battlefield

Chalmette Battlefield

Chalmette Battlefield

Chalmette Battlefield

Chalmette Battlefield

Chalmette Battlefield

Chalmette Battlefield

Chalmette Battlefield

Chalmette Battlefield

Chalmette Battlefield
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